Catharine made a small fortune in the Via Intermina selling strips and stills which she claimed
were genuine fragments of the lost silent film Cannibals. Those fragments have been reassembled
into a wide variety of different versions that have surfaced over the years. Many dialogue or
narration cards were separated from the images they were supposed to accompany, so that it was
unclear who was speaking, or what was happening, which gave rise to wild contradictions in the
many versions. Certain sequences contain parts that obviously had been culled from other silent
films. These might have been swipes or stock footage Bertrand Market had incorporated into his
original version. Or they might have been adulterations that Catharine included to bulk up her
product, much in the same way she used to add generous portions of baking soda when she was
pushing cocaine.
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A shaft of light strikes a crystal ball, projecting the opening credits into its depths, where
letters and words twist and warp. The image of distorted words congeals into the image of the eye
of a snake. Bloated with magnification, the snake eye looks outward, past rows of smoke haunted
theater seats, to a screen where the credits begin to roll in earnest.
As the movie begins, it begins to examine itself.
Those who know the movie’s history will ask: Is this a documentary interlaced with portions
of the legendary failed movie? Or are the many discussions of the film’s failure part of the original
release, prophecies that have since come to pass?
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Moths encircle the projector. Their burning wings flutter and flicker like the projector’s
uncertain light. Whorls of smoke rise into the bright shaft streaming from the projector. On the
screen, snakes knot themselves into a Gordian tangle as they eat one another. The illuminated
smoke writhes in the same patterns as the self-consuming snakes. The twists and coils of smoke and
snakes dissolve to the boulevards of Hollywood, California, where we see Bertrand Market for the
first time. He ponders a contract presented to him by the head of a studio. The document rolls out
endlessly in his hands.
The story behind Cannibals is the story of an obsessed artist consuming himself over his work.
Bertrand Market comes to Hollywood full of inspiration, ready to make the movie that will
become an undisputed masterpiece.
He will gain immortality, but solely on the basis of rumor and speculation.
The movie itself is already lost forever.
What you are watching is the ghost of a ghost.
Bertrand Market appears in a darkened studio. He contemplates his own movie, pulsing upon
the screen.
When you are finished watching,
you will not remember anything
about this movie, other than
it is very long and terrifying.
There are various versions that purport to be documentaries. Among the many documentaries,
there is a history of Magic and a history of spontaneous human combustion. There is an
examination of Annabelle Schiller’s famous murder trial. There is a study of the lost film itself
(which may have been a documentary about the making of a fiction, or a documentary about the
making of a documentary). They all begin with the claim:
You are about to see
the absolute truth.
We shift from Bertrand Market to August Schiller, the noted scientist, as he obsessively
searches for a simple scientific answer that will reconcile all the seeming contradictions that have
plagued every field of human inquiry since the dawn of man. Pausing over a turbulent array of test
tubes, he lifts his sunken eyes upward, to a place where electric arcs dance amid plumes of rising
steam, above the dynamos and their steady churning. He yearns for something that might explain,
through basic and universal rules, how chaos transforms into atoms, molecules, cells, plants and
animals. He imagines grasping a unified system that applies to all of physics, chemistry and biology.
Only by doing so, he reasons, could he solve the greatest of all scientific mysteries: the source of
consciousness.
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Perhaps he seeks to transcend the limitations of the physical world.
Does he think that merely preserving his ideas might provide an escape from Death?

Immortality.
Paradise.
August Schiller runs through the street in a rainstorm. He flees a ragged, shadowy pursuer
who calls after him. Shouts fill the air. The cracking voice is not heard, but its presence takes the
form of old stains and scratches on the film’s patina. The sound waves of the voice and the roar of
thunder cause subtle vibrations on the silvery images.
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“Why do you run when I’ve offered you exactly what you’ve been seeking all these years? I
know what you want— some simple, basic principle that explains why thing are the way they are. I
could tell you. Why do you fear the answer? The universal answer.”
“It’s a trick.”
“No trick. Aren’t you interested in the truth?”
His posture roiling with confusion unbecoming to his reputation, Schiller turns to face the
ragged figure. The horrid Knight of Ten Thousand Years [or the insane Bertrand Market]. The
banners of the old man’s torn cloak flap in the wind.
“Mayhap you suspect the truth will make you as crazy as I am? Do you think I’ll pull you into
my confidence and frustrate you with something witty, yet utterly foolish? Are you afraid the
universal answer to every problem is that there is no universal answer?”
The cloaked figure gesticulates wildly. His bones seem loosely bound within their sacks of
wizened skin.
Schiller responds somberly, “Half the time I think that there is no universal answer. And the
other half of the time, I think I’d distrust it if I found it. But I can’t bring myself to stop looking.”
The Knight leans closer. His face contorts into an awful semblance of smiling, as much as he
could muster without a jaw-- an upturning of the myriad wrinkles.
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“And if there is no universal answer, that itself is a universal answer-- but it contradicts itself.”
He tilts forward; his poorly connected and disjointed skeleton teeters, threatening to collapse
into a heap.
“Tell me, then.”
“I don’t know the answer, yet. When I said was that I could tell you, I meant we’d have to
work it out together.
“I have such tales to tell, long flights through history, the ways of magic and its heroes,
prophets, and martyrs, those that I have loved, or fought, or made, or destroyed, what I have done,
what I have witnessed over thousands of years…”

For a moment, one could not doubt the ancient truths burning in that studied eye, or written
across the agitated wrinkles consuming his face like worms fighting one another for a share of rotten
meat. But in the following instant, he ceases to be an icon of living history, and becomes a
scarecrow, an empty threat, a cartoonish parody of wickedness. He is not an old man anymore, but
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rather a young one, and all of his supposed gravity has been accumulated not from the passage of
centuries, but rather from the mass of his suffering, the weight of his madness. Not an instrument
of biblical wrath, but a salesman. A bible salesman.
“The problem lies with Religion. The great religions don’t work anymore. They’re all being
displaced by science.”
Schiller shrugs and turns away. His arm sweeps the air with a dismissive gesture. “Giving us
what? Purposeless matter and energy instead of a grand design?” He shakes his head sadly. “It’s
the truth, but it seems a sorry bargain.”
Again the ragged figure has surged ahead of Schiller, blocking his path. “I propose to start a
new religion. Not a religion based on science. That wouldn’t work. People are trying it now, and it
isn’t working, is it? In particular, it isn’t working for you.”
Schiller recoils, perhaps from the words themselves, perhaps from the fetid breath that
transmits them.
“I propose that we work together. We have to collaborate, to show the magic within the
science and the science within the magic, and the way the two feed into one another. That is the
only way to reach the modern mind. Our goal should be to create a new kind of story that will work
in the way the old stories worked-- to show today’s people the same thing their ancestors saw in
ancient times.”
Schiller: “And what might that be?”
“The truth.”
Schiller raises his arms, as if to ward off the astonishing word. Then he reconsiders.
“The ancient times, the simpler times. Our ancestors were able to find truth more easily than
we, but that was because of what they didn’t know.”
“Yes and No.”
The old man holds strips of his film to the light, inspecting images hidden within the blackness.
“The truth. Yes and no. The great, blinding, incomprehensible truth. A higher order is
revealed, a better way to be, and a better way to do. That was what the Bible did originally, through
its perfect integration of what was then a complete statement of science, philosophy, history, law,
art, and magic.”
“Magic?”
“I mean, theology.
“What we need is a new Bible, a new vehicle for transcendence, not in the form of a book, for
we are past the age of books. Our new Bible must be a film, to achieve the same end, but at the
same time, to update it with new technology and new information, and new insights into the nature
of things.
“Modern people accept science on blind faith the way their ancestors accepted religion. They
believe conclusions based on experiments they haven’t seen. They accept wild propositions beyond
the scope of their understanding. They accept, on faith, the testaments of intermediaries. Listen,
Schiller, when you explain things in scientific terms, it won’t matter whether anyone understands
you. When you trespass out of the realm of lay comprehension, your words will carry even greater
authority. Your incomprehensible scientific jargon resonates with the same effects as a liturgy in a
forgotten ancient language. Magic becomes science, and then it turns back again.”
Schiller shuddered. He side-stepped and dodged the old man, unable to understand why he
couldn’t outpace this fragile invalid. Forced to engage his pursuer, he decried in an exasperated rush
of breath, “A new Bible? Of film? I don’t know why I find the idea so offensive. It isn’t as if I
believe in God, or any of that nonsense. But if I do as you ask, my colleges will never take me
seriously again. And the masses will turn against us. Both of us will be burned at the stake.”
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The old man ponders this new obstacle for a moment. Then he leans forward, full of menace,
even though he is off-balance. “If you don’t willingly give me what I need, then I’ll take it from
you.”
The scientist shrugs. “Take what? My ideas? My money? My reputation?”
“Yes, all of that. Everything that defines you as yourself. The very stuff of you. The memory,
the being, the soul and the flesh. The very idea of you: the information. Why do you think you
have something that doesn’t already belong to me? What makes you think you’re different from
what I am?”
At that instant, the old man seems to be entreating an earlier version of himself, trying to
persuade him to surrender the missing portions of half remembered secrets, and other mysteries lost
in the passage of youth.
“Who are you?”
[In one version, the Knight of 10,000 Years magically transforms himself into August Schiller.
Deft trembling fingers knot into mystic configurations. Beneath their touch and dance, wrinkles
disappear, hair grows, and a jaw juts into a vacant space. The sequence plays with all the excessive
jerks, sputtering shadows and spastic light characteristic of early stop action photography. A
different version plays the transformation in reverse at high speed, which makes the figure appear to
be consumed by flame.]
The man who had been August Schiller disappears into the merciless emptiness.
Annabelle Schiller searches the street, vainly looking for her husband, mouthing his name,
though the only sounds emerging from her lips are the melodramatic chords of a piano that plays
itself.
Market ambles past the studios of Hollywood’s Poverty Row. The sun burns dazzling and
bright overhead, but the light has an artificial quality, and the shadows fall in random patterns,
defiant of geometry, as if painted. The boulevards, for all their expansiveness, seem to roll through
an interior space. [What appears to be Hollywood, California in the 1920’s may have been a set
constructed inside a lunatic asylum.]
[In one version, an actor identified as Bertrand Market, a balding man of about 35 years with a
partially shaved head, appears without the make-up or wounds or other stigmata associated with the
Knight of 10,000 Years. He looks remarkably like the historic August Schiller.]
Bertrand Market has been in Hollywood for what seems an eternity, eking out a bare existence.
A string of failures marks his career. Many aborted projects lie festering in film canisters or wadded
into desk drawers. He actually completed a few films, but they flopped at the box office.
Market examines strips of film, his ambitions welling within him, along with his regrets.
Bertrand Market [or August Schiller] tries to assemble bits and pieces of his failures [films or
treatises] in a variety of new packages. He has been in madhouses [as a patient, or a doctor], and he
is familiar with the curious behavior of certain aphasics who collect string, and then obsessively test
different ways to organize their strands, until the task of order becomes an ordeal. First they try
sorting by length, then by thickness, then by color, then by material. Then they become frustrated,
and conclude by balling their collections into an inseparable knot. And so Market [or Schiller] edits
and reedits projects which a saner man would abandon.
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Bertrand Market, a huckster [or Schiller, to escape the adoring crowds], creates alternate
identities for himself.
Taking advantage of his uncanny resemblance to August Schiller, Market impersonates the
noted scientist.
During one of Schiller’s perennial disappearances, Market fraudulently gains access to Schiller’s
bank accounts. Never hesitant to sacrifice scruples for the sake of art, or to casually undertake a
dreadful risk, he uses the money to finance his film ventures.
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The man who looks like August Schiller slouches as he walks, hands in his pockets, agitated,
constantly looking from side to side and over his shoulder. He fears the horrid shriveled demon who
pursues him through the shadows with a brittle, unsteady, but unexpectedly swift pace.
[There is another version of this sequence: Bertrand Market is not impersonating August
Schiller, but rather Market is an identity which Schiller adopts from time to time. Schiller would
become Market during his many disappearances. When Schiller sheds his Market disguise, and tries
to resume his true identity, no one believes him.]
In one version, Market falls in love with Annabelle Schiller. He passionately adores her, even
though she has been convicted of murdering her husband. He begins a crusade to clear her name.
During a dramatic courtroom sequence, Market shows a film, photographic proof (which may or
may not have been faked), of August Schiller losing his way while exploring parallel worlds. With
this film, Market exonerates Annabelle Schiller of murder charges.
In a closely related version, the jury is shown alternate footage which reveals that all these
scenes offered to exonerate Annabelle Schiller were faked using trick photography. Caught in the
act of committing fraud, Market defends himself by saying:
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There are things that are simultaneously real and not real.
Every truth is infused with elements of its contradiction,
so that no truth is universal.
“I have captured proof on film, in the alternate worlds where histories change with the
glimmer of the dimensional barrier, the dream with as much substance as the waking, the different
versions of August Schiller altering one another.”
Annabelle boldly asserts: “No matter what you call it, whether it is fiction or documentary,
whether it is magic or science, this film proves I am innocent. For here, before your eyes, is the man
I supposedly killed, alive.” But she is pointing to an image projected onto a screen.

[In another variation, the real August Schiller plays himself. In this version, Annabelle
Schiller has not killed her husband, but after all the accusations hurled at her by the police and the
press, her mind unhinges. By the time August Schiller turns up, it is too late, and her fragile sanity
has been shattered. At first, she will not accept the testimony of her own senses. She comes to
believe that he is an alternate husband, arrived from a parallel world.]
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During the course of the trial, Market watches with fascination the workings of the law, that
curious intellectual discipline. Law is all about conflict, how the clash of showmanship and intellect
might yield truth. But it operates under rules of evidence radically different from those of science.
These rules of evidence are designed to work somewhat mechanically, ignoring what is actually true.
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One of the more puzzling title cards reads:
So lies were used to prove the truth and fabricated evidence
was used to show what was real.
Everything was fake or delusional,
but it roused something in the fabric of reality.
The lies compounded, and something utterly strange happened.
In another version, Market terrifies his audience with a film in the German expressionist style.
Exploiting his own ghastly visage, he plays the Knight of Ten Thousand Years in a tale of witches
and wizards feasting upon magic.
In the courtroom, he watches the film unfold upon a glowing screen.
A lunatic intrudes upon a beachfront row of ramshackle stores during the filming of Cannibals.
This sequence may have been a series of outtakes from an interrupted shooting or it may have been
a deleted scene. [The sun over the ocean might have been twilight in California or dawn in Florida.]
The lunatic distracts the director, who was otherwise engaged in coaching [or seducing] the real
Annabelle Schiller [or an actress]. The film crew and a cameraman look on, alternately amused,
bewildered, frightened or shocked.

The lunatic says: “I have come to warn you. You don’t understand the true nature of the film
you’ve been inflicting on yourself and the world. You’ve been hoodwinked, betrayed, and exploited.
Your genius has been turned to demonic ends. Stop now, before it is too late!”
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[The lunatic appears to be August Schiller while the Director appears to be the Knight of Ten
Thousand Years, but in alternate versions the dialogue cards are reversed; it is vice versa.] The
younger man tenses and stands his ground before the ragged figure whose face crawls with shadows
and wrinkles, and whose limbs shake with rage, infirmity, and the stutter of slipping sprockets.
“You need to understand my side of the story. You cannot imagine what I have endured, all the
deprivation, the depravity, and the horror.”
The lunatic claims: “I am the real August Schiller [or the real Bertrand Market].”
This is the first step in the Final Judgment.
It begins with you stealing
my life and my life’s work.
It ends with the end of humanity.”
The director, obsessed with the message, sets off on a quest to make a documentary about
magic, its nature and its history.
One of the documentary versions affects an air of academic seriousness, purporting to be a
factual study of the history of Magic, though much of it deals with the topic of religion. The
framing sequences-- set on the banks of the river Cam, and in the Wren Library, the Trinity College
Chapel, and the Great Court—have a very different look from the other versions of Cannibals. It is
staid, sober and solemn, with none of the wild self-indulgences and German Expressionist affections
that are commonly associated with Bertrand Market’s work.
The documentary owed a deep debt to The Golden Bough.
“Hence the strong attraction which magic and science alike have exercised over the human mind;
hence the powerful stimulus that both have given to the pursuit of knowledge. They lure the weary
enquirer, the footsore seeker, on through the wilderness of disappointment in the present by their
endless promises of the future: they take him up to the top of an exceeding high mountain and show
him, beyond the dark clouds and rolling mists at his feet, a vision of the celestial city, far off, it may
be, but radiant with unearthly splendor, bathed in the light of dreams.”
Sir James George Frazer, The Golden Bough.
In this documentary, Bertrand Market is simply an alter ego of August Schiller.
Schiller had studied with Frazer at Trinity College in Cambridge, and had witnessed the birth
of a new science, Anthropology, as it emerged from the compilation of an encyclopedia of magic.
Frazer, with a view to show how mankind progressed from magical to scientific modes of
reasoning, began with the premise that both spring from the same impulse--the urge to understand
the mysteries of the world and influence them. Frazer proposed that there are three stages of
civilization. During the first stage, people believe in magic. This leads to the second stage,
characterized by organized religion, which acts as preparation for the third stage-- faith in the
powers of science.
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[In one version, Frazer is played by an actor who presents a mythologized version of the great
scholar. Outrage over the sham documentary causes the film to fail.]

A montage shows the masked film maker voyaging from the shattered thrones of the Etruscan
kings, to a twenty-ton stone-head splattered with the blood of Mayan sacrifices, to the colossal
winged bull guarding the burial palace of Sargon II, to the baptismal font of Clovis the Frank, to the
flagstones of India, to the heaths of the Druids, to pillars that mark positions of the Moon.
The film maker wanders amid temples and ruins, his mask shining with a tinted yellow
flicker.
He observes: “Each civilization forms its own conceptions of God, which in turn, shape the
way its people view the world. Like other forms of magical thinking, Religion is a systematic
approach for dealing with matters that cannot be seen, heard, or felt-- a way of thinking in concrete
terms about the unknown or the unknowable. That thought process becomes ingrained; it creates
structures in the mind, and then it informs the senses.”
To demonstrate this principle in action, the film drops its aura of seriousness and revels in
visual excess. A remarkable costume designer fashions miniature clothes fitted for ants. Abstract
ideas are conveyed through a bizarre combination of cartoons and costumed living ants.
Market [or Schiller] explains how science was shaped by the concept of a perfect deity, a
blessed incorruptible force residing in a realm divorced from physical laws. He explains how that
very notion-- just by being imagined-- facilitated the great leap from the physics of Aristotle to the
physics of Galileo. These curious sequences reveal Galileo [played by an ant dragging a beetle
carcass three times its size] analyzing problems in a way that ignores the real world where moving
objects have to deal with friction. His insights – presented as abstract and surreal cartoons-- come
from imagining how objects might move through a perfect Euclidean space. The same combination
of costumed ants and cartoons shows the leap from Newton to Einstein, the great revelation of
relativity-- which owes much to the view that God can see the entirety of Universe, while man can
only grope at single portions at a time.
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Thrusting illuminated scrolls before the camera, Schiller [or Market] carefully unwinds friable
papyrus. He offers ancient writings, supposedly newly discovered, as irrefutable proof of modern
scientific insights intuited in ancient times. But the scrolls flicker with blinding brightness on the
screen and the papyrus crumbles before the audience has time to read it.
The film transports the viewer to ancient Greece, there to confront Empedocles [or perhaps it
was Sargon II in Sumer, or Imhotep in Egypt], an ancient philosopher, or god, or priest, sorcererking. The purported ancient insights include the notion that species had not been created in their
current form whole-cloth, but rather were shaped over time by necessity and competition. This
ancient character [perhaps an earlier incarnation of the Knight of Ten Thousand Years] also
conceived of primary particles of which all matter and energy were made, infinitesimally small units,
represented in exotic diagrams as shapes and patterns akin to Yin/Yang symbols.
But this documentary version contains a documentary about the making of the film itself. In
one scene, the documentary is interrupted by August Schiller. The scientist accuses Bertrand Market
of trying to imbue the film with a falsified prophetic aura, using faked evidence of ancient
documents that never existed. [There is some suspicion of fraudulent contributions from an even
later contributor, who added further sequences-- some going so far as to suggest there was an
ancient scholar who had used symbols for primary particles that resemble binary code.]
A series of disasters befalls cast and crew. As the film drags on its nine-hour course, Schiller’s
[or Market’s] propositions and philosophies become more and more outrageous, and less and less
comprehensible. The elaborate sets fade from view, and the expensive cameras and high-quality
film gives way to stock footage and stills. The script loses any semblance of academic pretention
and devolves into simplistic statements, platitudes, and propagandistic assertions about the relative
values or science or magic or religion.
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In a naked moment, the frustrated creator confides to the audience, “I thought I’d learned the
answer to all the questions that have been troubling me for so long. But when I tried to set down
what was in my head, it all came out too quickly. I know it is true, but I can’t explain what I know,
and I can’t explain how I know it, and I can’t prove it.”

Professional actors, actresses, and technicians refuse to work with the creator, so that he is
forced to recruit labor from an asylum. In one version, Schiller films bitter arguments between his
wife and himself, a diary of their marriage collapsing, all the way up to the point where Marilyn
Schiller sets him aflame. The camera reveals August Schiller’s terrible burns, his long convalescence,
the horrific result which lends him the grisly aspect of the Knight of Ten Thousand Years, and his
eventual commitment to the very asylum from which he had recruited his players. He comes to
view these misfortunes as a form of divine punishment for his cavalier blasphemies.
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The ghastly Knight turns to face the audience. He reveals that his true purpose has been to
manipulate the thought patterns of his viewers, to train them in the ways of magic—thereby to turn
every viewer into fodder for unseen, ravenous wizards. The slow transition in tone, from a
seemingly factual presentation to an all-out fiction, or madness, combined with the gradual
deterioration of Schiller from esteemed scientist to babbling lunatic, makes the work even more
terrifying-- but no less so for the implicit threat that he may not be mad at all, and he may be out
there, somewhere, hungry.
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In another version, the director scoffs at the lunatic’s claims.
Director: “We all need to believe in a Judgment Day. It provides a formal designation to the
end we know must come. We take comfort in the notion that the end will have some meaning, that
there is still an organizing principle to sort information from the ensuring mess, and somehow a
record will remain after creation has run its ultimate course.”
“Science, not a vengeful deity,
will bring us to the end.
“Judgment Day will come in the form
of an all destructive weapon.”
A blinding bomb explodes upon the screen.
“Or a filthy poisonous energy source
too cheap for people to resist,
like a voluptuous,
but pox ridden tart,
or like an opium of power.”
Smoke pours thick and black from industrial chimneys.
“Or worse still, science will
cause the end of mankind
by devaluing morals,
breaking humanity’s spirit,
and then producing
some device that unleashes
a hitherto unknown capacity
in the human mind,
something thought to be
a healing mechanism, but in reality,
flings open the portals to the night.”
The screen dissolves to avenues lined with brass engines spewing steam from fluted bronze
horns. Long rolls of tape churn out of the engines. As the tape rolls out, it is laced with holes that
resemble Empedocles’s symbol for the primary particle, a kind of Yin/Yang. Men connect
themselves to these machines. Their brains are revealed, infused with steam, tubes, and wires.
Steam leaks through the ears, flows from the eyes, and pours from the pores. To contain the steam,
the men don golden masks.
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In another version, the Lunatic tries to take the Director into his confidence. They might be
sitting in a bar, a studio, or an asylum.
“I’m going to give you the answer to everything, not only the key to understanding all of the
questions that consumed you over the years, but also the secret meaning of the film you’re making.”
“A scientific answer?”
“Yes and No.”
“That’s exactly what I would have expected from you. Something glib and unsatisfying. Yes
and No, indeed. There you have it. The answer to every question. I want something that isn’t a
trick of language.”
“I’d be delighted to give you simple answers, but vagaries, paradoxes, and unprovable truths
keep getting in the way. Whoever made the universe seems exceedingly fond of them.”
He winks.
The snide dismissal provokes a sudden outburst. A fist pounds on the table. “This was
supposed to be a collaboration. You’re fighting me.”
“That’s the only way we can collaborate.”
The two men grip one another. Caught in an unbreakable embrace, they rock back and forth,
laughing [or weeping].
[In an alternate version, the lunatic appears not as a dread specter with a warning, but rather as a
messenger of hope and encouragement. The frail wizard shakes with power which his collapsing
form can no longer contain.]
Lunatic: “It ends with the achievement of a mystic state known as Valkynne.
“This chain of events will create a genuine paradise,
the repository of all human experience, all wisdom,
and the return to life of everyone who has ever died.”
The director rebuffs him:
“If mankind is ever to achieve paradise,
it will be through science and rationality.
Even now, we are on the brink of a golden age…”
The lunatic:
“Ah, but I can fulfill your every desire.
Right here. Right now.
Just believe.
No matter what your senses tell you.
Believe, even if it defies logic.”
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The director and the lunatic begin to argue with increasing ardor, as if not only their
individual lives and sanity were at stake, but the fate of all humanity.
The argument between the two men dissolves to a debate on a global and historic scale, as
the director and the lunatic conscript scientific and mystic authorities to support their respective
arguments. The projected images of the authorities join the debate through the use of cinema (or
real) magic. [The individuals who appear as scientists in some versions appear as wizards in others,
and as lunatics from the asylum in others.]
Three wizards [or scientists] study a scroll covered by runes [or equations].
“…the fallacy of Magic is not easy to detect because Nature herself generously provides, sooner or
later, the effects which the Magician fancies that he provides by his art…”
Or
“…the fallacy of Science is not easy to detect because the art itself generously provides, sooner or
later, effects which the Scientist fancies is Nature …”
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Within an observatory teetering on the edge of precipice, a scientist wearing a beret looks into
a gigantic telescope.
“And so we lie planted upon a mote rotating in the cosmos, prisoners of both the gravity beneath
our feet and the gravity glittering above, pulling us forever upward into the night.”
The figure huddled at the telescope trains his vision upon an elusive constellation, its
blackness obliterating the screen, save for little smatterings of light dispersed upon the void. As he
struggles to catch the prickling stars, it becomes apparent that he is gazing upon an overexposed title
card. Weary remnants of white letters bleed into blackness.
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He peers into the telescope lens as lightning strikes. The flash blinds him. [In one version, he
never was a scientist; he was merely a madman with a delusion. The doctors try to convince the
madman that what he thought was a gigantic telescope was nothing more than a useless prop, a
miniature in one of Market’s gaudy productions. He refuses to believe them. He holds to his
observations about the heavens despite the contradicting testimony, and through the sheer power of
belief in a falsehood, his eyesight is miraculously restored.]
A wizard holds captive a bound woman who represents the spirit of Science. He argues with
another wizard (or a scientist): “So lies were used to prove the truth and fabricated evidence was
used to show what was real. Everything was fake or delusional, but it stirred something in the fabric
of reality. The lies compounded, and something utterly strange happened.”

Silk robes flap in the wind around a fat, mustached wizard who contemplates sand sifting
through his fingers. The huge turban atop his head throbs like an overgrowth of his mind as he
hunts for messages and meaning in the escaping grains.
“The purpose of faith is to lift man above the countless conflicting and obsolete impulses of
his animal origin.”
Ants comb through ancient scrolls, occasionally tearing out strips of papyrus and eating them.
“Magic is real. I’ve tasted it.”
The argument between the director and the lunatic has reached a state of frenzy. They are
yelling and gesturing, while the projected images of scientists and wizards play around them within a
hectic montage of boiling beakers, bubbling cauldrons, phantom fingers exploring steaming entrails
of newly opened living beings, scribbled formulas, calligraphy, pictograms, and runes.
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Eyes bugging out, head turning rapidly from side to side, laughing to the discordant rumble of
automated piano keys, the lunatic grabs an oil lamp carelessly left within easy reach [or casts a spell].
“Magic is real. I’ve tasted it,
and the more I taste it, the more I hunger for it,
and the more I hunger, the more I loathe it.”
The director and the lunatic yell at one another, louder and louder, the building volume
suggested by the tremble of cheeks under the increasing force of breath. The screen brightens until
it blinds, as if the sun itself had be thrust into the projector.
The director erupts into flames.
[In one version, the director is revealed to be arguing with himself in a mad fit, which reaches
its apex in a paroxysm of high-speed jerks, sputtering shadows and spastic light characteristic of
early stop action photography.]
Standing nearby, the camera crew shot it as it was happening. The director is slowly being
consumed, wrapped in silver flames. His skin bubbles, and then turns to carbon. Fat liquefies
beneath the skin.
[One version ends with the death of the burning man.]
At this point the entire background collapses, the row of shops, and even the beach with its
crashing waves, all of this unfolds in a seamless transition to reveal the cramped barracks and locked
cells of a lunatic asylum.
In another version, the burning man survives. Some versions begin with the image of the
burning man. It is a miracle he has survived so many horrible burns, or perhaps it is not. The
miracle leaves a broken man with a ravaged face, too ghastly to behold, with its whorls of distorted
skin, a missing jaw, and a single eye.
He lies in a hospital bed, in a ward.
Small wonder he hides his face and keeps to the shadows. In public, he wears a mask.
Doctors swarm around a masked patient.
They commit the director to the asylum.
The asylum known as Two Bridges had been built like a prison at the edge of a Floridian
swamp, to discourage escape attempts. The architect designed the building to emulate the platonic
ideal of an ultimate reality, with flat roofs and stark cubes, but the building contractor improvised
according to his own whims, constructing certain portions of the building based on the original
intent, and others based on numerology.
The director wakes to find himself locked in one of the lunatic cells [all the more astonishing
in those versions in which the director is the Director of the asylum]. The madmen around him
bear an unmistakable resemblance to the scientists and wizards who appear in other parts of
Cannibals.
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He has no idea how this had come about. Has he wandered here and confined himself in a fit
of delirium? Or has he lost his mind and forgotten the circumstances of his commitment?

“When they first brought me here,
I was starving, starving…”
“Starving for…?” asks the doctor.
[In another version, Market deliberately comes to the asylum because Annabelle Schiller is there.]
Handing a camera to the pathetic Market, a doctor allows him to take moving pictures around
the premises as a form of therapy.
In short order, it is clear that Market has an aptitude for the craft. He enlists the other inmates
in wildly elaborate productions. He devises tricks to fool the eye. He has an intuition for creating
special effects.
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Market wanders around the wards with his camera in hand. The other inmates merrily labor
with saws and hammers, constructing sets, while raising spumes of sawdust that glow with a curious
light.
He begins to make a movie about one of his fellow inmates. [In one version, the fellow
inmate is Annabelle Schiller. In another, it is August Schiller.]
The movie turns into a story about himself.
He believes the story is true, but it is mixed
with delusions and dreams about the world,
its nature and its end.
He films himself filming himself until the act of self-observation becomes an act of selfpreservation, self-contained reflexive energy, giving the film its own sense of awareness, its own
magic, and its own instinct for survival. In this moment, he wonders if he has found what he was
looking for at the outset.
He makes a documentary about his grand epic and its failures. He tells and retells the story.
While he is directing, he wears a mask. It appears as shining silver, full of ethereal light, like the
moon itself thrust upon the screen. [In some versions of the film, the mask flickers with yellow
tinting. It is supposed to be golden. On posters for Cannibals, it was painted yellow. According to
one version of a documentary about the making of the film, the mask is made of solid gold, but in
an alternate version, it is a leaden prop painted with a heavy gloss.]
He commands a vast knowledge of not only science and engineering, but also of the secret
ways of the world. He discusses history as if he had lived it.

News flies, telling of inexplicable events [either spontaneous human combustion or other
doings of a magical nature] at Two Bridges Asylum. Bringing cameras and a crew, August Schiller
comes to record and investigate. Fascinated by the workings of the human mind, he wishes to study
thought process at its outermost fringes for his own reason. He welcomes the opportunity to work
in an obscure and secluded place. The years have been taking their toll upon him. Of late, some
undiagnosed malady has affected his once photographic memory. He finds himself puzzling over
curious gaps in his life and perception.
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A masked individual, ragged capes swirling around him, crosses a swamp drenched in
miasma.

Physicians in lab coats swarm around a cramped doorway, then hurriedly they clear a path
for the man in the cape and mask who carries a camera like a staff.
The authorities admit him. They fear his strange reputation.

While wandering the corridors, exploring, he encounters two men, who, in alternate
versions, are either patients sharing confidences or a doctor treating a patient. One wears the
fearsome aspect of the Knight of Ten Thousand Years, while the other appears to be August
Schiller.
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One attempts to teach the other how to discorporate and walk through the bars of his
confinement cell [or to convince the other to cease his destructive and insane efforts to attempt the
same].
“[Do not] Trust only that which your intuition confirms. [Do not] Ignore what you see,
hear, feel, and smell. [Do not] Ignore logic. All you have to do is believe what I am telling you.
Believe.”
Mustering his courage, the patient makes a bold attempt to ignore the bars. He crashes into
them. He tries again. He continues to hit the hard edge of reality.
“You [don’t] believe me[.][?]”
A delirium sweeps over the pupil.
A disembodied creature of ethereal light, he passes through the bars.
He crashes into the bars.
He passes through the bars.
He crashes into the bars.
He grips the iron bars, and struggles to bend or break them.
Night falls over the cells of the madmen. They begin to rhythmically bang their heads against
the bars that imprison them. They scratch their nails upon the walls. They murmur in the half-light.
They scream. A dripping faucet sets up a beat. The choruses of screaming and scratching proceed
in careful phrasing, like the interchange of woodwind against tympani, but all of it is silent.
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Dressed in lace, a beautiful woman carries a candelabrum down the corridor of cells. She
seems to be in a trance, one of the mad, but her upright posture and her resolve, fixed upon the
light, give her an aura of wisdom and dignity. She lords over the corridor, with her candelabrum as a
scepter. As she passes, the banging of heads and the scratching of nails ceases. The silent
symphony freezes.
The masked film maker follows the woman.
A courtship begins, with ritual glances and gestures. We are not privy to the exchange of
words, only the exchange of hesitant touches and glances.
Her name is Annabelle. Somehow, he knew that before she told him. He becomes obsessed
with her. She understands all his moods and inclinations.
The time has come to reveal his identity. He steps out of the shadows. The mask is gone. The
silver light falls upon his plainly visible face.
He is August Schiller, noted scientist, former Army surgeon and famous philanthropist. The
world has been wondering about his recent disappearance, even though it was common for him to
drop out of sight from time to time. Everyone knows how much he needs to escape from the
adoring crowds, to conduct his experiments in solitude. [In an alternate version, the terrible,
wrinkled face of the Knight of 10,000 Years is revealed beneath the mask].

A patient gains access to the asylum director’s office. [In some of the versions, Schiller is the
asylum’s director.] He rifles through the files. He finds and reads Annabelle’s.
She had been committed to the asylum after a murder trial.
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She had been accused of killing her husband. [In one version, August Schiller is astonished by
the revelation that he was supposed to have been married to the strange and beautiful woman and
allegedly had died by her hand.]
The jury acquitted her, but on grounds of insanity.
August Schiller confronts Annabelle. She plays the coquette with him. She hides behinds
masks of madness. She flirts, but when he pursues, she becomes stern.
She says: “I have many secrets, and I will reveal them all to you. But first, you must show me
that you trust me completely. You must give me absolute faith, and you must promise to abandon
your quest to learn the secrets of magic.”
She pulls him close with desperate urgency.
August: “If there is no magic, what is Love? Love comes into being only when you believe in
it.”
“Love only seems like magic-- an illusion that becomes real when you name it, and believe in it.
But Love disappears if you fail to work at it, if you believe that magic alone is enough. I have
already gone past magic as part of being in love with you. I’m ready for the reality of it, ready to do
the real work.”
“I’m ready, too. Call it whatever you will.”
Their silent discourse fills the screen with agitated lips, the substance undisclosed by title cards,
for little does it matter. That discourse leads inevitably to graphic touching, scandalous for the
period, kissing and wanton embraces. The Knight of 10,000 Years lurks in shadows nearby, sniffing
the air, onto the scent of something tantalizing-- magic or its ilk.

August marries Annabel, out in the swamp, wreathed with heavy mist.
The mist dissolves to the flimsy lace she wears upon their nuptial bed.
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Annabelle says: “You need to understand my side of the story. You cannot imagine what I
have endured, all the deprivation, the depravity, and the horror. It has been an eternity of pursuing
false leads, and arriving at dead ends.
“You will not believe this. It sounds incredible, and you will think me mad. Everyone else
does. There are faculties that all life forms possess that cannot be understood with reason or the
senses. The difference between living thought and objective thought is the difference between life
and object.
“If you listen with your heart,
and not with your intellect,
you will know that I am telling the truth.
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“You may have some pity for my ordeal.
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“I have been to places where Napoleon won the battle of Waterloo and conquered Russia;
and places where the Roman Empire still rules into the 20th century; and places where magic works
with the consistency of Newton’s laws.
“After searching through countless realms, through alternate realities, across forever, I have
found you at last.”
In one version, August Schiller takes this story as proof of the existence of Magic and proof
of a paradise known as Valkynne. She begs him not to disappear again. Despite her pleading, he
announces that he is off on a quest. Enraged, she splatters him with oil from a nearby lamp and sets
him aflame. In this version, the horrible images of a burning man immediately follow. In another
version, Book IV of Cannibals immediately follows Schiller’s announcement that he is off to find
Valkynne.
In another version, he decides to abandon the documentary he is making about magic.
“The new film would center on Annabelle,
her story, her crime, and her alibi.
Let the audience judge what is real and what isn’t, whether she is mad or sane, guilty or
innocent, a saint or a monster, and if what she did was justified.”
Wandering the cellblocks, August Schiller finds the inmates preoccupied with sleight-ofhand tricks and stage magic. The madmen conjure stuffed rabbits, snakes and intertwining silver
rings for Schiller’s amusement. He films the inmates as they perform. Perhaps the tricks will prove
therapeutic. He studies the tricks and conjurations.
Troubled by his inability to deduce the methods by which the illusions were performed, he
wonders, is this a sign of continuing decay in his faculties.
Schiller studies the madmen in their cells. He pauses before the shadowy figure of Bertrand
Market.
Schiller says: “Maybe there is true magic at work among the madmen. Perhaps the magic can
cure them. Perhaps it can cure me.”
As the work progresses, the elaborate sets and well-known actors fade from view. Schiller’s [or
Market’s] efforts to understand the strange events in the asylum are chronicled in an assemblage,
cast with relative unknowns. This sequence shows the effects of a deteriorating budget. The work
begins to rely on stills, cheap film, photos, stock footage, and inserted documents. But these
limitations work like the boundaries of line and meter in poetry, and enhance the work, and
constrain Market’s tendency to indulge in excess, that fatal flaw which ruined his prior efforts. The
lower quality film somehow is infused with extraordinary luminosity.
Bertrand Market reveals his true nature as an immortal wanderer, the Knight of Ten Thousand
Years, willing to share nostalgic recollections about the history of magic, so that August Schiller can
create an enduring cinematic record. As the scientist collaborates with the wizard [there being some
question of whether one or both are mad] one has the sense of witnessing a process; a mode of
analysis that is neither science nor sorcery, neither fact nor art, neither truth nor fiction; but rather
both, something more primal and important, some species of revelation. Tracing their way back
through the ages, the Knight and Schiller come upon newly unearthed testaments of Empedocles [or
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Imhotep or Sargon II], and suddenly, the sets are once again elaborate, and the film quality untainted
by scratches, stains, fading, and light intrusion.
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What distinguishes the moment at which Schiller [or the Knight] draws his final conclusion has
less to do with the domain or discipline that emerges as triumphant [for there are versions in which
each does so] but rather the way the different versions blend into one another. Indecisiveness is the
victor. One sees in the variously reedited versions, which play beside continuously restated
redundancies that seem to be caught in self-excited loops, the process of the film trying to retain
something of its original form while exploring alterations. As they stalk through the asylum, amid
half constructed [or burning] sets of ancient Greece, Stonehenge, and medieval France, Schiller and
the Knight ponder translations of an ancient manuscript.
The film maker sits watching his film, and is astonished by a sequence that was not there
before. In some versions, August Schiller rages against Bertrand Market, claiming that he had stolen
one of Schiller’s ideas—the most extraordinary and revolutionary scientific insight of his generation.
In another version, Market scoffs, and claims the idea was an ancient one, something that had been
written by the Knight of Ten Thousand Years in by-gone days, when he ruled as a sorcerer-king.
And in yet another version, Market claims the sequence had been added sometime in the distant
future to a counterfeit version of a movie they collaborated on, and this very confrontation between
them, at this moment, is also a counterfeit.
As August Schiller works through a difficult problem, papers and beakers before him, eyes
bleary from a sleepless night, the Knight of Ten Thousand Years materializes. Dawn shines through
the window, illuminating the Knight, endowing his stately, though decrepit form with the attributes
of a muse.
He reveals, “Yes and No is the answer to everything because atoms are made of particles
even smaller than themselves, and those particles are made of yet smaller particles, and so, down to
the most primal level, until you have something so minute, so infinitesimal, so insubstantial that it
has no identifiable being, other than whether it simply is or is not, a yes or a no, a truth or a fiction,
a something or a nothing, a one or a zero. It is a code, or a signal, a charge or its negation. A yes or
a no.”
Animated hieroglyphics and runes come to life. The Knight escorts Schiller through the
ages. Time and the world swirls around them in the form of movie sets caught in the act of being
built, or burning, or dissolving into actual locations.
The Knight wraps his withered arm around Schiller’s shoulders. “Ideas and physical things are
made of the same basic stuff, simply compounded or mixed up in different ways. Science is based
on the disciplines or modes that are based on the senses. Magic involves the opposite, disciplines or
modes that are based on excluding the evidence of the senses—or the way that mere information
alone affects other information, and even physical reality. When you examine the ideas that spring
from observing the physical world, that is science. When you examine the physical world that
springs from ideas, that is magic. It all depends on how you mix and sort the primary elements that
form the experience. That is the science of magic and the magic of science.”
For once they seem to agree.
But just as Schiller prepares to commence their collaboration in earnest, the grand enterprise
of their glorious film, the Knight leans forward and asks, “Now, are you willing to work with me?”
Schiller nods, but suddenly recoils from his own acceptance of the bargain.
He recalls the words of a much older authority, a prophetess, saint and martyr, aching with
the pain of revelation, harkening to the moment when science first coupled with myth to display the
world in painful new ways:
“I saw—with shut eyes but acute mental vision—I saw the pale student of unhallowed arts
kneeling beside the thing he had put together. Frightful it must be, for supremely frightful would be
the effect of any human endeavor to mock the stupendous mechanism of the Creator of the world.
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His success would terrify the artist; he would rush away from his odious handiwork, horror stricken.
He would hope that, left to itself, that slight spark of light which he had communicated would fade;
that this thing would subside into dead matter.”
He begins a dialogue with the projected image of the Knight of Ten Thousand Years, who
might be himself, or who might be the Devil himself.
“What sinister purpose lies behind the horrors and blasphemies revealed in your film?”
“My film? Your film.”
“I made it, but I fear it. A dark dread overpowers me, and sends me scurrying for the
protection of the benevolent deity of my childhood, the all-encompassing parent figure who worked
the levers of a Newtonian universe with a steady and all-knowing hand. Science and religion do not
mix well; too often they are confused with one another, and each is ill suited for performing the
other’s intended functions. Religion yields up too many half-baked notions, convenient
anthropomorphic explanations of complex phenomenon, too many blind spots and errors. And
science? Science is incapable of transmitting morals and codes of conduct. Science offers no
comfort in the face of life’s overwhelming constant tragedies. Science cannot lay the iron rails that
guide one in the ways to ignore the senses; it doesn’t teach one to rise above instinct and its urges.
It can’t teach morality.”

He tries to turn away from the devilish figure proposing the age-old devilish bargain-- the promise
of immortality, the promise of forbidden knowledge.
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Annabelle intercedes and leads Schiller away, glancing back both sternly and fearfully at
Market.
Annabelle warns him:
“Do not be tempted by magic.
It will be your undoing.
Promise me that you will resist all forms of magic,
even if you discover that magic is real.”
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August: “If magic isn’t real, why do you fear it so?”
Annabelle: “Because of what it will do to you.”
August: “How can you know what will happen if there is no magic?”
Night falls over the cells. With elaborate hand movements, a lunatic gestures toward a
dripping faucet. He tastes the droplets of water. He seems unsatisfied. He produces an empty
whiskey bottle. His hands move as if he is conjuring. First he points toward the bottle, then toward
the faucet. He screws up his face with strain as he concentrates on the task. He fails again. More
conjurations follow. This time, when he suckles the faucet, a satisfied smile spreads across his lips.
He opens wide the tap, and drinks deeply. The fluid splashes over his face as he guzzles and laughs.
He has transformed the water with mere belief, infused it with raw information, which has
intoxicated him.
The Knight of 10,000 years steps out of the shadows.
A bright light flares over the cells.
The lunatic by the faucet has been transformed into a statue made of ash, which slowly
crumbles and disappears into sudden gusts that whip through the corridors.
A new plague of magic breaks out among the inmates.
The bars of the confining cells turn to snakes. Bourbon and gin flow from the faucets.
Paintings animate themselves. Orgies break out in the corridors, and the guards join in. [In one
version, these are the strange events that draw Schiller to the asylum.]
The inmates begin to burst into flame as the Knight of Ten Thousand Years strolls among
them. Statutes of crumbling ash litter the dormitories. The situation intrigues Schiller. He studies it
unemotionally.
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Annabelle protests: “Don’t you understand what is happening?”
He follows with camera and film crew, filming everything. “I am trying to understand. I
film. This is the way I learn.”
Someone is slowly being consumed, wrapped in silver flames. The skin bubbles, then turns
to carbon. Fat liquefies beneath the skin.
“Is madness causing some
uncontrollable excitement at the cellular,
or even at the molecular level?
Or is the ignition caused by some
extreme fever or a rapid drying out of dying tissues?”
Somewhere, someone behind a camera simply watches and films.
Market strides through the corridors, flush with new power as madmen explode around him.
The true cause stands revealed.
The Knight:
“Here is proof of magic.
Film it all.
Show the world so that the world will believe.”
Annabelle looks on in horror.
“The world will go mad.
But that is what he wants.”
She clings to Schiller. Arms flailing, she tries to block the cameras, but the crew keeps filming.
August:
“You told me that
magic isn’t real.”
Annabelle:
“I told you not to believe in magic,
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even if it is real.
“He wants everyone to learn magic. He wanted you to repackage magic as a form of science
so that modern skeptics would embrace it.
“Wizards feed off other wizards. As the other inmates gain new powers, they become his
food.”
Annabelle cringes in a corner, pulling August close to her.
A fight breaks out between Market and August Schiller.

“I have endured too much. I can stand it no longer.”
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Has one of the special effects gone awry? Does the spark begin with spontaneous human
combustion? Or are there simply too many hot lights crammed into dry, combustible quarters.
Perhaps something goes wrong with the projector while they watch the early rushes.
The entire film crew is on the premises to capture the spectacle of the burning asylum. Even
though the fire spreads, the cameramen stand their ground. They continue filming. Like magic, the
celluloid withstands the heat. The tortured inmates writhe and scream without sound; their horrible
death agonies are preserved eternally in pulsing light and shadows.
The fire leaps in silver waves from cell to cell, from rafter to rafter.
Light roars out of the projector, as if the brightness of the inferno empowers the film.
[In one version, Bertrand Market dies in the fire. August Schiller, horribly burned, assumes his
identity. In another version, the Knight of Ten Thousand Years consumes Schiller, who was rich
with mystic energy from having split into infinite probabilities while traveling the endless dimensions
in search of Valkynne. Strong from feasting, the Knight can now transform his decrepit likeness
into that of August Schiller’s. In most of these versions, Annabelle Schiller dies in the fire, but there
are some versions in which she survives.]
He absorbed every aspect of the other.
He knew what the other had known.
He had all the papers.
The two of them might have been twins.
He breaks into locked closets and steals as many of the film canisters as he can carry, escaping into
the night.
[There is a version that begins after the asylum burns.]
The Knight of Ten Thousand Years comes to Hollywood full of inspiration, ready to make a
movie that will transform the nature of reality, displacing the sovereignty of science, and replacing it
with magic, so that he can feed again. He has hours of extraordinary footage filmed by August
Schiller [or Bertrand Market].
[In one version, the Knight of Ten Thousand Years uses magic to transform himself into August
Schiller because he wants to present an authoritative scientific voice, silent though it may be, to
persuade audiences of the reality of magic.]
Schiller [or Market] pries open one of the canisters and extracts an unspooling prize. He
holds a strip of film to the light. Frame after frame comes into focus, until the images spring into
motion.
[In one version, he cast the new film with inmates from Two Bridges Asylum. He brings them all
with him to Hollywood to finish shooting. Annabelle Schiller, the real-life accused murderess, has
been recruited from the patient population to play herself. In another variation, she is an actress,
the only genuine professional on the set, for the real Annabelle Schiller died in the fire. But in yet
another variation, the real Annabelle Schiller plays an actress playing Annabelle Schiller.]
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But Cannibals is destined for failure.
August Schiller shows up in Hollywood. He accuses Bertrand Market of stealing his life
work. [or vice versa.]
In a courtroom, he shows filmed proof that he is the original creator of the film Cannibals.
[A documentary about the film’s history reveals a bitter legal contest over intellectual
property rights. One version claims that it was the slow, tedious operation of the legal system that
buried an otherwise successful venture.]

In an effort to convince the Court that he is the film’s true creator, Schiller [or Market]
delivers an exposition of things that only the true author would know. He reveals his secret
inspirations. He tells how conceived of the film and its underlying themes. He wanted to examine
the lives of sorcerers and scientists in a way that would make them loom large as avatars, becoming
icons of their respective disciplines. This documentary shows the course of that trial, which includes
many portions of the film as they are offered into evidence, along with the film-maker’s explanation
of their sources and their meaning.
Mingled with mythology and sacred texts, the film urges a proposition that must have been
extraordinary for the late 1920’s: much of the world’s theology represents metaphors that describe
hidden scientific principles.
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A montage shows the masked film maker voyaging from the shattered thrones of the Etruscan
kings, to a twenty-ton stone-head splattered with the blood of Mayan sacrifices, to the colossal
winged bull guarding the burial palace of Sargon II, to the baptismal font of Clovis the Frank, to the
flagstones of India, to the heaths of the Druids, to pillars that mark positions of the Moon.
The film maker wanders amid temples and ruins, his mask shining with a tinted yellow
flicker.
He observes: “Each civilization forms its own conceptions of God, which in turn, shape the
way its people view the world. Like other forms of magical thinking, Religion is a systematic
approach for dealing with matters that cannot be seen, heard, or felt-- a way of thinking in concrete
terms about the unknown or the unknowable. That thought process becomes ingrained. It creates
structure and then it informs the senses.
In one version, the film maker offers versions of the film that conflict with his testimony.
Rather than retreating from his claims, he delves into theological theory to arrive at an even more
outrageous proposition: The Universe functions with only one purpose-- to generate and retain
information.
“Creation holds no secrets, and no answers. It churns out endless possibilities, infinite data.
It manufactures questions.
“Behind the mask of an infinite, incomprehensible God lies a Universe in which there is too
much information to ever be taken in or consumed by human observers.
“Creation produces information about information.
But the opposite is true.
It destroys information.
The two forces must coexist,
Because an excess of Information
is as worthless
As no information.
“The universe is simply a vast machine producing uncertainty and endless variation for its
own sake. All of this loose, chaotic, free-floating information is caught up in the act of sorting and
resorting itself in a never-ending attempt to achieve understanding. Making and destroying itself.
Life -- biology in operation-- with its continuous replications and mutations, is the most dramatic
manifestation of this principle in play.”
He produces reel after reel of the movie. It is even longer than the nine hours of the original
theatrical release. It is endless.
“I had to cut it down to nine hours. But there are countless versions, and all of them are nine
hours long.
“There is too much information. That is what lies behind the metaphor of an infinite, allknowing, incomprehensible God. The only way any information can be absorbed is in small,
incomplete, and necessarily false portions.
“Understandable information—Truth-- if you will, is a property dependent on principled
deletions, and the creation of limited data sets that maintain consistency within themselves.
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“An artist approaches an orchard. On first glance, he appreciates the whole, but as he tries
to render it onto the page, the details overwhelm him, and so he must pick and choose what to
include and what to delete, lest he spend an entire lifetime in capturing the entire information
contained in a single leaf.
“A wilderness of infinities lies in the space between zero and one. You can’t work with all of
it. Just as numbers need to be broken into sets to make them useful, so mankind devised useful
disciplines to break the overwhelming amount of information into useful sets, each one representing
their own self-contained truths, each one holding only a portion of the whole. What are real
numbers, after all, but one species of information, stripped down to its very basics?
And so mathematics represents one of the useful disciplines that mankind uses to apprehend
the world. It is a kind of a tool for including or deleting material, for creating sets of information.
Another of these useful sets is Art. Another of these useful tools is Science. Another is… Magic.
Like mathematical sets, these information sets, these various useful disciplines—these
intellectual sets, if you will-- overlap, feed into one another, some containing others.”

The film depicts him walking through Stonehenge, ancient Greece, and medieval France,
movie sets that might have been located in an asylum or a Hollywood lot. Or they might be the
places themselves, and not film sets at all, for they look real enough.
He meanders through these film sets, which continue to rise under the ardors of diligent
artisans [or feverish madmen]. The sets themselves come to represent the various discourses, the
disciplines and modes through mankind sorts, sifts, and filters its experiences. The courtroom, now
being disassembled by reverse action photography, stands for Law. The ancient ruin stands for
Anthropology even as it dissolves under the lashes of a questing inferno. The intricate ant-hill
cathedral stands for Theology. The lonely observatory stands for Science.
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As the film recounts the process of its own making, displaying its varied versions and
revisions, Schiller [or Market] asserts: “At any given moment, we can parse the possibilities of reality
in alternate ways to achieve different results. So we can control our own realities, create our own
truths by selecting and deleting the elements of each set of experience. But limited sets have limited
utility, depending on the context. Science and Magic each have their own uses and their own limits.”

“This is what I learned as I labored to edit the film.” He reveals, to the judge and jury, filmed
sequences of the cutting and splicing, manipulations and distortions, of the very scenes being shown.
“I had to cut my film. I’m still cutting it and remaking it while you, ladies and gentlemen of
the jury, ponder its fate. Nothing is understandable or usable unless it is a limited, incomplete—
therefor false-- set of information.
“Don’t condemn me because my film is many films. Even God has to be broken down in
this way before he, she, it, or them can be experienced. And that is why creation can assume so
many compelling appearances, why every religion, indeed, every science, every art, every philosophy,
every ideology, every political persuasion-- every intellectual discipline has its own conflicting set of
orthodoxies and its own rebels, its own schools and its schisms, its own authorities who loathe their
equally authoritative rivals. That is why the universe alternately appears, convincingly, as the
product of a superb craftsman, and the product of meaningless chaos.”
“This is madness,” protests Schiller [or Market] “he is trying to prove his case by proving
that it is unprovable.”
A scene involving ants dressed as clergy throws the courtroom into pandemonium. While
Schiller [or Market] makes his impassioned presentation, the Judge pounds his gavel. The bailiff
restrains the witness. But even when Schiller is bound and gagged, the film continues, and the
argument glows upon the walls of the courthouse, projected from an unseen source.
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Schiller [or Market] seems very sure of himself now. He has hit his stride, and the ideas are
pouring out of him in a rush as he addresses the jury, an image on a screen, words flickering
between his silent mouthings. “The universe forms itself through an interchange of signals and
codes, discrete packages of being and nothingness, like light and darkness on a strip of film
coalescing into images in motion. It is a message going back and forth, a message to itself, reading
itself.”
The dreadful Knight of Ten Thousand invades the courtroom, ushering in a rainstorm as he
breaches the threshold. With his daunting single eye, his scrawny arms making grand gestures to
invoke a downpour, he issues a challenge: “Signals? Codes? Physical reality formed by messages
and ideas? Nonsense! What a fool you are to suppose the material world might be composed of
affirmative or negative responses to questions from an unknowable source. It might seem true on
an intuitive level. But it only looks that way. It is an illusion. I’ll tell you the source of the illusion.
It is simply this-- all human perception is filtered through screens that translate reality into basic
signals and codes, like dots and dashes running across a telegraph line. The flicker of the human
nervous system, and the bubbling unstable cauldron of blood, viscera, and bile that powers it.
You’re only looking at the way you see things, not the way things actually are. You haven’t found
the truth, yet. Not the ultimate complete truth.”
The camera pulls back to reveal the source of the tempest inside the courtroom—giant fans,
sprinklers and flash powder lightning. A soaked movie crew hustles amid flooded rows of benches.
In so far as he is capable of smiling, the Knight smiles. “Look beyond the way you see
things, and see things as they really are. Look past the screen. Look beyond. We almost had a deal
once, but at the last minute, you turned away from me because you wanted God. All right, if that’s
what you insist upon, I’m giving you God. Omniscience and omnipotence. In the act of becoming.
Perfection not in that which it is, but in that which it will be. Men have always found proof of a
supreme creator in the design of the universe. What could possibly be a more elegant design for
exploring possibilities, for gaining new information, for learning everything, than this unstable
structure?”
“What the devil? What are you saying now? You’re contradicting yourself at the same time
you’re contradicting me.”
“Every truth is embedded with a self-contradiction that is equally true. What lies beyond the
flicker of the human nervous system?”
“This is nonsense.”
“Indeed. Utter nonsense. But if you study it very closely, if you look beneath the surface of
the nonsense, it makes perfect sense.”
As he speaks, the film reveals images of the cosmos. A face begins to congeal out of the
scattered stars and nebula. The face of the Universe appears as August Schiller [or Bertrand
Market].
A robed judge again pounds his gavel [or perhaps it is the same footage, reused.]
“You are mad.
The movie has driven you mad.”
[In one documentary version, Market withdraws from the lawsuit to prevent Schiller from
delivering a didactic exposition of his themes, a revelation that will undo the artistry. With this
surrender, Market reveals himself to be the true author, much like the biblical mother who would
not let King Solomon sever her baby in order to win the dispute.]
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They commit Schiller [or Market] to the asylum.
He awakes to find himself locked in one of the lunatic cells.
He has no idea how this had come about. Has he wandered here and confined himself in a
fit of delirium? Or has he lost his mind altogether and forgotten the circumstances of his
commitment?
Doctors in lab coats examine Market.
“He has delusions of grandeur.
“He believes that he came here of his own choosing, with a mission.
“This is where he belongs.”
“Which leads us to Valkynne.”
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They feel sorry for Market [or Schiller]. They give him a camera and they let him take
moving pictures around the premises as a kind of therapy.
He sits alone. He looks into the lens of the projector, as if it were a telescope. Blinding
lights shine into his eyes.
He watches himself watching himself in scenes that never happened, scenes that never could
happen. They seem to be proof of the worthiness of magic, or science, or art, or surrender to
madness. Each scene stirs uneasy memories. Each seems convincing in its own right. He tries to
make sense of the knowledge that has come to him from unknown sources.
He doesn’t know who he is or where he is.
The lunatic sits in a place that could be the actual asylum, or a recreation of the asylum on a
Hollywood set, or the recreation of Hollywood on a set in the asylum.

Bertrand Market watches himself watching his own image upon the screen, frustrated at the
way his profoundest insights seemed to devolve into nonsense on the second reading.
“The mind studies itself at great peril—-like the eye of the Medusa turned upon its own
countenance, or the tail of the scorpion stabbing at ants enveloping its thorax.”
This is the film is to be his great masterpiece, his immortality. Why is it going wrong?
The shadow of the Knight of Ten Thousand Years winds through empty cells and recessed
barracks of the asylum. The long shadow blends into other long slithering shadows. The shadows
fade and merge into blackened scorch marks on the walls, which expand.
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Schiller and/or Market watch Cannibals within Cannibals, a still that would be later made into
a hologram in the next century, the still being holographic in the sense of referring in some way to
that future hologram, which may or may not ever exist, or to the nature of holograms in general, in
which each point in the image contains information about light scattered from every other point.
And it is holographic in the other sense of the word—written entirely in the hand of the person who
signs it, like consciousness itself. And it is fractal as well, each part having the same character as the
whole, with recurring patterns at the smallest and biggest levels, but including the systemic
eradication of patterns, as the participants within the film observe the preservation of moments,
their destruction, their recreation, and destruction, until there is nothing left to see and no one left to
see it except those who abide within the thing itself.
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Locked within his cell, Schiller [or Market] watches something flickering in the imagined space
beyond the screen, a pulsing glow that could be either the spreading flames or the projected movie.
Somehow, despite his better instincts, he’d been lured into a collaboration that had undone all of his
prior efforts. It had been a trick. What was its sinister purpose? He should have known better than
to trust the Knight, or these simplistic, pat, nonsensical explanations of complex phenomenon. It
had all been too easy, too beguiling, this business of Art, that strange intellectual discipline which
operates on rules in which the object of the endeavor is to reveal truths by manufacturing
falsehoods.
Schiller [or Market] savagely grips the bars of his cell. He struggles to break or bend the iron.
His eyes screw up with mental effort as he tries to dematerialize himself, to pass through the
obstruction. But the bars are unrelenting and unforgiving, and the flickering grows brighter.
Strips of film lie in a Gordian heap upon a table. They begin to writhe.
The bars of the asylum cell have turned to hanging strips of film.
The Knight of Ten Thousand years invites August Schiller to pass through the writhing strips
into the flashing lights beyond, into the flames, or the shuddering of a projector.
A number of conflicting endings follow, the film itself becoming a fetish of indecision.
These varying endings might be competing versions created by Market and Schiller, the product of
intractable hostilities between the two, a relic of their warring ideals. Or they might be the work of a
single creator, the culmination of his intended design.
He turns to the problem of choosing appropriate music to accompany the scene. He selects
something truly immortal. Bach’s Goldberg Variations begin to pour out from a player piano. He
tries to apprehend what it is about this particular piece that makes it timeless. What is its essence?
The purity of sound waves set in motion by mathematically precise strings and wind funnels? The
roll of perforations coiling through the piano’s apparatus in odd double helix patterns, following the
original design of notes upon the sheet music? There is something in the nature of the patterns
themselves, which preserve and condense information by repetition, then meander into double helix
alternations.
Information is the primal drive. He can see this tendency in himself, as his obsessions with
his film become more important than love, wealth, or even his own life.
It comes at him all in a sudden rush of insight, while he watches the movie, the churning of
light and darkness to the tune of double helix patterned music. This was indeed his immortality
flickering upon the wall—the revelation which makes sense for only a moment, then fades. This
film, which had become his life, contained it all. It was like an atom, concrete not because of what it
actually was, but because it owed its concreteness to the sum of what it might be-- because it
contained not only all of its actualities, it also contained vast descriptions of what it was not.
This was his immortality, accompanied by Bach. This film, the ten thousand years of his life
[or the thirty five], would endure forever because information, like matter and energy, can neither be
created nor destroyed.
Schiller smiles wryly, holding up a series of equations to substantiate the claim that naked
information behaves much in the same way as matter and energy, eerily compliant with certain laws
of thermodynamics. “Like matter and energy, information can neither be created nor destroyed.
Ideas and matter and energy behave the same way because they’re made of the same stuff.”
The Knight inspects the equation and shrugs. “I recognize the old materialism versus
idealism debate. It’s been around as long as I have. This is just a new version, served in a half-baked
scientific and mathematic sauce.”
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And from the depths of the film that is his immortality, the Knight of Ten Thousand Years
sneers tauntingly, “What drove you to concoct this notion? Did you despair over the idea that your
ideas won’t last forever? Don’t worry. Even that idea will go away. Why does it bother you more
than the death of your physical body? As a scientist, you know that ideas only endure as long as the
matter or energy that holds them.”
“You’re forgetting something.”
“At my age, it happens often.”
“The film guarantees my immortality by becoming lost. What could be more indestructible
than the void?”
For a moment, the Knight seems bewildered. His single eye ceases to blink, and stares
blankly into open space. Then he bows his head. “And what’s that worth? Existing because you
don’t exist?”
In another version, these words terrify August Schiller, so that he resumes his collaboration
with the Knight because he fears death. He fears becoming nothingness. He wants to learn the
secret of the Knight’s survival through the ages. He becomes desperate to believe in eternal life,
even if it isn’t true.
Nothing is true in isolation.
Every truth depends on its context.
Anything can be true under the right set of circumstances.
There is tension between the way every
part of creation is wondrous
for itself, by itself
and the way it is wondrous as part
of a great design.
“At its deepest level, all of reality is made of little packets of contradiction—more empty
space than substance, positive and negative charges, little bits of information that had no discrete
being, but exist only as shimmering collections of what they might be, accumulations of probabilities
that somehow congealed into atoms, molecules, photons, waves, matter, energy, and void,
manifesting themselves now as light interacting with strips of cellulose bespattered with black,
silvers, and grays, or their absence, the nothingness which turns white, the aggregation of all colors.”
Schiller sits contemplating the concept, so extraordinary, he lacks the scientific and
mathematical tools to prove it. Unprovable, but true. Instead of presenting it as science, he
presents it as Art. He doesn’t know where it came from, but he knows that it is true. Perhaps he
believes because, as Frazer suggests, our heritage of religion predisposes the mind to accept a
universe generating and storing information. It smacks of an all-knowing God. It reflects our deeply
held creation myths, where earth and sun and stars might appear through an act of will or volition.
From the inner coils of the film [or the other side of the mirror] The Knight sneers, “Frazer
and his three stages. Bah! He missed the other three stages of civilization, because the first three
stages reverse themselves.”
In another version, to counter Schiller’s terror and despair, the Knight reveals the secret of
his immortality.
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“I’ll tell how I’ve come to exist throughout the passing centuries.
“The film is what I am. I am what the universe is.
Just information trying to generate more information,
a process of cannibalization.
A snake eating a snake.”
“Magic is real. Since you require me to explain magic in rational terms, I will. Matter and energy
constantly consume and become one another, a complicated business; an exchange that creates a
universe in which all principles and their manifestations must eat until eaten.”
Every truth carries an imbedded contradiction that is equally true, because
The nature of creation is driven by twin imperatives.
One produces information. The other destroys it.
The two forces must coexist, because
an excess of Information is as worthless as none.
The face of August Schiller [or Bertrand Market] spreads in Rorschach patterns across the
heavens.
The Universe shrinks down to an image projected onto a screen. Schiller [or Market]
examines strips of film. Within a single frame, he finds an image that comes to life.
“The secret of Magic [or Science] lies in apprehending how observed reality
interfaces with unreality.
Lies consuming truth consuming lies,
energy consuming matter consuming energy,
flesh consuming soul consuming flesh,
and everything consuming nothing.
Nothing consuming everything.
“Each living thing fits into this framework,
like the cells of your own body, individually acting in accord with its appointed purpose,
sure in its course, unaware of the larger community
in which it plays a part,
but combining with others of its ilk to produce
ascending levels of consciousness,
all the way up to...”
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Galaxies swirl in snake like patterns, consuming one another until they congeal into the face of
August Schiller [or Bertrand Market]. Another version of the film plays this sequence in reverse.
The two men regard one another. One grips the bars of his cell, pleading, while the other
walks away, ambling down the snakelike twisting corridors.
“The physical body isn’t complete in itself, and the sum and substance of a man. We see
it here all the time, when we place a man alone within a cell, and watch how his consciousness
unglues over time. The brain functions as a radio receiver and transmitter. The transmitted
signals link up to one another to form a larger universal consciousness received by one part of
the mind, while the other stays connected to physical reality. Like the body and its cells. The
design cannot exist without its details. The details have no meaning without the design.”

“The structure of the Universe generates
Consciousness.
[or The structure of Consciousness
generates the Universe.]”
Market’s [or Schiller’s] projected image watches itself through an endless repeating series,
like a hall of mirrors. Each frame of the film is like a single cell within a larger organism, each with
its own fragment of meaning, each ready to burst into flames as it winds through the spools and
sprockets that dictate its course, each threading its way to produce a vision, or an illusion.
August Schiller argues with the Knight while Annabelle tries to pull him away.
She struggles to extract his projected image from the screen.
“Now you find yourself within the film which has ceased to be your life because now it is
yourself. The process of examining the film within the film, trying to make sense of what it was.
What it is. That very act has charged it with a force, created a mechanism to imbue it with urgency.
It is part of the natural tendency for thoughts, ideas, information of any kind, to seek preservation
while fighting against an equally strong tendency to transmute until it is erased. Every truth and its
contradiction. The conflict within the churning information raises the stakes. It plays a trick on
itself to better reach a more effective method of processing. It prioritizes itself. It creates an illusion
of importance, but the illusion is so urgent and compelling it becomes more important than its
underlying reality. It wakes up, becomes aware, assumes the guise of consciousness; it provides an
authorial voice, a decisive hand. The film itself becomes conscious and carries the consciousness of its creator.”
The Knight of Ten Thousand Years streams out of the projector, onto the landscape. The
projected image, etched in light, pursues August Schiller like a ghost through the charred ruins of the
Asylum. It follows him into the swamp.
“Within the realm of the film, his personal domain, he had achieved Valkynne, that personal
paradise, that immortality. The film was a living thing, a magic, an enchantment.”
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In one version, he believes that his life and his soul have been preserved in an enchanted
film. In another, he cradles his head in his hands and despairs.
“Every truth contains an imbedded version of its contradiction.”
“But I have every reason to believe the opposite is true.”
August Schiller tries to block the beam pouring out of the projector, but image of the Knight
shines upon him.
Now he stands his ground. The projected image of the Knight tattoos him with shadows and
light.
“The consciousness within the film is merely a fiction. It is only part of the story. It has no
meaning unless there is an observer; a vessel to contain transmitted information.”
In another version of the film, Schiller concludes that Magic isn’t real. He knows that the
Knight has misunderstood something vital. He lends the full weight of his credentials as a scientist
to his every utterance.
“Magic is NOT real. I’ve finally figured it out. And I’m prepared to offer a rational
explanation. It’s the only way to explain what has happened, and what will happen.”
Schiller’s eyes show the firmness of his convictions. He addresses the image of the burned,
wrinkled madman which trembles upon his own image.
“The film is prophetic, but all of its prophecies are self-fulfilling. These stories imbed
themselves into history, and in that way, they even change the past.
“Even though this story is fiction,
it is the kind of story
that transforms itself into truth.
There are people who believe it,
while knowing it is false,
and their belief changes to the world.
A story that could never be true is becoming true.”
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The bare burned frame of the asylum and its charred timbers glow and smolder on the edge
of the swamp.
The ragged form resumes his position upon the screen, there to confront August Schiller.
His face crawls with shadows and wrinkles, his limbs shake with rage, infirmity, and a power his
decrepit form can no longer contain.
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The abyss flickers in the empty eye-socket of the Knight of Ten Thousand Years
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The Knight of Ten Thousand Years:
“You call that a rational explanation?
I’m a lunatic and
even I know that isn’t rational.”
The face of the Knight of Ten Thousand years fills the screen, and then expands beyond its
borders, throwing whorls of wrinkles to the far horizons. At the central vortex of those wrinkles, a
single eye shines through its semitransparent eyelid, a rhythmic opening and closing in synchronized,
hypnotic, beat with the pulsing and flickering of light and darkness.
The Knight:
“If you believe that fiction can alter the nature of reality,
that is not science.
So, believe it.
Believe.
Can you not feel the effect of your belief?
Can you not feel the occult gift begin
to grow within you?
“I can feel it.
What’s more,
I can taste it.”
In one version, August Schiller begins to burn. In another version, August Schiller is finally
convinced that the Knight has been telling him the truth.
The man who had been August Schiller is gone.
Vanished.
It is as if he never existed.
August Schiller pulls a suitcase down from the top shelf of his closet and sets it on the bed in
front of Annabelle.
The man confronting Annabelle Schiller seems to be her husband. He has many of his
attributes, but something is wrong, very wrong. What brings about this radical transformation?
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Schiller announces, “Magic exists."
“August, you need..."
"Don't interrupt!"
"What? Interrupt what?"
"The most important thing I have ever told you."
He can’t look her in the eyes. He looked out the window, out to the storm, where there was
less fury.
"I have learned of a place called Valkynne. It is paradise. Men become gods."
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She stands by the window, looking at her own reflection, a silhouette against the lightning
cracked sky. Pin-points of light flash and disappear on small reflective surfaces; her tears, her eye,
her lips, the diamond on the fourth finger of her right hand.
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In some versions, Book IV of Cannibals immediately follows. Other versions end with the dire
warning:
“Science will cause the end of mankind
by producing some device that unleashes
a hitherto unknown capacity in the human mind,
something thought to be a healing mechanism,
but in reality, flings open the portals to the night.”
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